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if you are a registered user, you can find
information such as how to keep your

serial number, upgrade your product and
current news from the zbrush site. to

register, click on the small registration link
in the footer of this page, register, fill out

your information and submit. you will
receive email from pixologic with
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instructions on how to keep your serial
number and password. customisation is

where the real value of zbrush lies. as we
can see, there is quite a bit of complexity
involved. the most exciting part of it for us

is the fact that once you get to know
zbrush, you'll get a better understanding
of what it does and what it connects to

beyond the normal realms. a zbrush file is
basically a .nh file with the extension.z. in
most cases, there are also associated file
types. zbrush is a very complex program,
and like many such packages, it provides

extensive documentation. so, if you're
planning on getting your best paper to

color inkjet printer yellow inkjet printer or
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inkjet printer set inkjet printer toner best
printer paper , you'll definitely want to
invest a bit of time into learning how to

use it and the raw file format. it's the only
way you can make any sense of what
you're zbrush business price . to be

honest, we've read and heard a lot of tales
about zbrush being intimidating, or

otherwise ill-equipped to many new users.
but, despite the task being somewhat

challenging, the fact that the package is
built for a very specific use case (product
rendering and deformation) should give
you the confidence to push through and

try it out for yourself.
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